Jenny Haskins Project
Decorative Towel by Ange Ross
Skill Level: Beginner

Supplies Needed:













Hand Towel
Jenny Haskins Designer Necktie CD
Jenny Haskins threads: Black, 674, 179, 1204, 191,230, bobbin
thread
5"X7" embroidery hoop
Lace to sew across bottom of hand towel
Jenny Haskins Hoop Magic Stabilizer
Jenny Haskins Heat Magic Stabilizer
Embroidery Needle 80/12
Jenny Haskins Heat Fix Crystals to decorate lace & flowers
Heat fix tool
Blue wash away marking pen (I like Clover with the eraser on one
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1. Transfer Design dnt22a from Designer Neckties to your sewing machine.

2. Place hoop magic in the hoop with paper side up.

3. Use a straight pin to draw an X on the paper being
careful not to cut through The stabilizer, only the
paper. Peel away paper leaving the sticky side of the
stabilizer exposed.

4. Mark the center of your hoop with a set of
crosshairs. Mark a crosshair on one end of your
towel. Using these two sets of crosshairs line up your
towel in the hoop so your embroidery design will be
centered on the towel. No need to baste in the hoop
when using a sticky stabilizer.
Tip: Matching your top thread & bobbin thread will
make your design show better on the back side of
your towel.

5. Remove towel from hoop, remove excess stabilizer.
Note: Hoop magic is 50% water soluble so you can wet it with a damp cloth to help
it tearaway easily. Heat magic is removed by placing a hot iron over the remaining
stabilizer. If you don't mind washing your towel before you give it away or use it.
Try using Dissolve Magic Sticky & Water Soluble Magic as the topper.

6. Sew lace along bottom of towel. Fix crystals on the lace & center of the flowers.
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